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Early Talent: Building the Covarius
workforce of the future

Skip to section

Treasury is one of the main driving forces in a rapidly changing world.
Covarius continuously attracts employees with unique talents to maintain
and enhance our Treasury leadership position.

Integrate

Attracting, recruiting, rewarding and retaining treasury and innovation
‘Early Talent’ is a critical success factor in developing a pipeline of future

Skip to section

leaders to drive our operating model, functions and capabilities agendas
and take Covarius to even greater heights.
Our Early Talent program means moving away from traditional consulting
and development approaches to hiring people based on academic and
CV qualifications. We hire people with the right qualities that fit our

Inspire

functions and capabilities and shape employee contributions in line with
their personal aspirations as well as our identity.

Skip to section

This brochure is intended to provide prospective recruiters and
graduates with an understanding of how our Early Talent journey helps
to shape our future graduates and their careers at Covarius.

Attract
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Framework

Early Talent program overview
The goals and key elements of the Early Talent program:
•

Accelerate practical knowledge of Treasury.

•

Active involvement in developing individuals.

•

Use of certifications to enhance skillsets.

•

Mentorship to drive a clear understanding of how we apply our
approaches in delivery.

•

Covarius brand and digital tools usage through awareness in the
way that we work.

•

Knowledge

Peer:

development:

Mentoring to embed

Treasury industry

our approaches

Knowledge

into thinking

Validation

Validation

check-in’s

check-in’s

Ways of working:
Covarius Brand
awareness

On the job:
Project experience
to enhance technical
and soft skills

Exposure to client delivery circumstances in order to assess
effectiveness of learnings and reinforce changes where required.

Measurements

Certification / Assessment
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Success stories
There are excellent examples of Early Talent successes from all our Covarius Global offices.

“Despite the fact that I
was young and slightly
inexperienced, in my first
year, I was able to become a
leading expert in Treasury
Systems deployment.”

“With guidance from my
mentor and the Covarius
lead partner, I have
developed significant allround skills in Treasury
solutions development.”

Oliver Fritz

Danny Lines

Associate Director

Developer

London

London
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Attracting and selecting the right Early Talent
We’re changing Treasury with our fundamental shift to service offerings for
Treasuries. With these changes, we need to ensure that we are hiring and building
the resources of tomorrow that support our delivery capabilities for customers.
These are some of the key qualities we look for when hiring employees:

Innovation

Adaptability

Attitude

Experience

Productivity

Leadership

Are they comfortable and

Are they open to new

Are they enthusiastic

What level of

Can they cope with

Do they have

up to date with the latest

ideas, ways of working

and willing to take on

experience do they

being assigned to

future leadership

technology?

and experiences?

challenges?

really need?

multiple tasks?

capabilities?
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Accelerated learning
As part of the new Early Talent Program, we offer a highly structured
6-month program of activities for new Early Talents joining Covarius.
This program takes best practices from delivery to customers and outlines a
blended training approach of classroom, certification and on-the-job learning
over a 6-month timeframe.
Early Talent hires will be automatically enrolled into the program from their
joining date. They will learn to pair with other Early Talents even if they are
not embedded within the same delivery capabilities (teams). We do this to
embed to our Early Talent mindsets, the importance of cross-capability and
team interaction in our operating model.

On-the-job learning
Broadening Experiences is about enhancing Early Talent recruits with an
understanding of Covarius delivery capabilities in a client setting.
Recruits will learn to understand how their role interacts with other roles in
delivery capabilities (teams) and understand the delivery approaches that
we apply to customer projects and internal delivery situations which
is driven through hands-on customer environment activities and
internal deliverables.
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1
Day 1

2

Introduction
to Covarius

Day 15

Enhance Treasury
knowledge

3
Day 50

Develop
capability skills

Check-in with
Manager

Commence
certifications

Day 75

Onboarding

Early Talent 6-month program
Actual learnings may vary depending on which delivery
capability (team) the Early Talents are assigned to, however

Check-in with
Manager

Virtual & classroom
learning

4
Demonstrate
knowledge of
Covarius brand
and usage

Mentor Assigned

broadly speaking, the lifecycle of the Early Talent program
is practically and specifically designed to be quite similar

Brand usage
Bootcamp

irrespective of the team the Early Talents work in.
Final evaluation

6
Day 180

Completion of
required certifications

5
Day 135

Demonstrate skills in a customer
environment or project situation

Day 105
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Social cohesion
We encourage our Early Talents to become involved in our
quarterly social activities.
These are the types of activities you can expect to be
involved in:
•

Team lunches, usually on Fridays.

•

Quarterly socials where we get together.

•

Pub quiz evenings.

Mentoring support
The Early Talent program provides support to new,
successful graduates through a pool of mentors who are
specifically available to work with new employees with
limited work experience:
•

Providing support during the Early Talent’s first weeks.

•

Checking the Early Talent is meeting regularly with their
mentor and ensuring the relationship is helpful and
progressing well.

•

Ensure Early Talent become figures clients can trust
and the leaders of tomorrow.
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Retaining talent
All our Early Talents must continue to feel inspired as
Covarius employees. We believe that we can help develop
and retain our highly-valued employees through our critical
program features:
•

Continued development/certification opportunities.

•

Promising future based on career and development plan.

•

Gartner leading quadrant systems for delivery.

•

Flexibility for working.

•

Understanding of family commitments.

•

Global opportunities for relocation.
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Let’s talk.
To learn more about Early Talent, please get in contact.

CONTACT US

Covarius UK

Covarius US

Covarius ZA

Covarius PL

+44 (0) 20 3948 1967

+1 888 866 9799

+27 (0) 10 003 7760

+ 48 12 347 0732

contact.uk@covarius.com

contact.us@covarius.com

contact.za@covarius.com

contact.pl@covarius.com

405 China Works

111 Congress Avenue

Suite 207

K1 Building

1 Black Prince Road

Suite 500

61 Katherine Street

Al. Pokoju 1

SE1 7SJ

Austin, TX, 78701

Sandton, 2196

31-548 Krakow

London

Johannesburg

covarius.com

